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Abstract

Objective: It has been 10 years since the ACEM Access Block Solutions Summit and 5 years since the introduction of the Four-Hour Rule/National Emergency Access Target (4HR/NEAT) policy. The impact of this policy on ED management and on ED staff has been poorly understood. The aim of the present study was to identify changes in ED management resulting from the policy based on ED staff experiences.

Methods: Semi-structured interviews were conducted and transcribed, imported to NVivo 11 and analysed using a combination of content, thematic analysis and phenomenological focus within a theoretical framework known as the ‘logic model’.

Results: One hundred and nineteen ED staff participated in 2015–2016 to assess the impact of the policy implementation. Participants were drawn from 16 EDs in New South Wales, Queensland, Western Australia and Australian Capital Territory. In relation to ED management, three themes were identified: changes in ED management; activities and changes driven by the hospital in relation to 4HR/NEAT; and

Key findings

- Very few studies have reported the impact of 4HR/NEAT policy on ED staff perceptions and work environment.
- Qualitative research can provide valuable information about changes generated by a time target, such as the 4HR/NEAT policy on staff working in ED.
- Policy implementation impacts may be categorised by their effect on resources, activities and outcomes.
- ED staff are sensitive and aware of how policy changes such as 4HR/NEAT have had both positive and negative impact on their working environment.
- The biggest insight from the present study is that ED management is complex and the policy generated multiple positive and negative changes demonstrating the wide range of processes involved in ED management.
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participant experiences in relation to policy compliance by staff.

**Conclusions:** Policy implementation is a complex process that had both positive and negative consequences on how ED staff managed the implementation of the 4HR/NEAT policy and how it changed their work environment. Understanding the perceptions of staff involved in policy implementation has significance for the design of future implementation strategies. The biggest insight from the present study is that ED management is very complex and the policy generated multiple positive and negative changes demonstrating the wide range of processes involved in this area of health services research.
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**Introduction**

The Four-Hour Rule, also known as the National Emergency Access Target (4HR/NEAT), was introduced in Australia to address problems such as ED overcrowding and access block.1-4 It has been 10 years since the national access block solutions summit took place in Melbourne.5,6 The summit concluded that access block for admitted patients is the principal cause of ED overcrowding, and is mainly the result of a lack of inpatient bed capacity throughout the health system. It also identified that contrary to some perceptions, it was not caused by inappropriate presentation by patients who could and should have attended a general practitioner. Overcrowding is strongly associated with excessive numbers of admitted patients being kept in the ED, rather than patients being discharged from ED, and hence the principal causes of, and solutions for, overcrowding in ED lay outside the ED.5,6

Since then, time targets have been implemented in Australia7 and New Zealand.4,5,9 This 4HR/NEAT policy (instead of ‘4HR/NEAT policy’ hereafter used ‘Policy’) has led to extensive redesign approaches and reconfiguration of emergency care, resulting in positive ED flow and time management changes.10-14 However, there have been limited studies on how this Policy affected those who work within the ED and are most impacted by the Policy. The aim of the present study was to provide new insights on how ED management was affected by the Policy.

**Methods**

As described in the previously published description of the methodology,15 we used multiple sampling techniques – including quota, criterion-based and maximum variation strategies – in the ED to select 119 ED staff working across 16 metropolitan hospitals in Australia (six in New South Wales [NSW], two in the Australian Capital Territory [ACT], four in Queensland [QLD] and four in Western Australia [WA]). Among the study participants, 48% were male, 18% were directors, 36% ED physicians, 37% nurses and 9% clerical staff; 44% were from NSW/ACT, 31% from QLD and 25% from WA. Thematic analysis was used to identify key issues and experiences that participants reported in relation to ED management. A phenomenological approach was also used for describing and interpreting participant accounts, as they may have reported a range of subjective experiences in relation to ED management changes.16,17

In order to generate a new understanding of the context and impact of the Policy, a theoretical framework was used to support the analysis. We selected a systematic evaluation of ‘logic model’, developed by the Kellogg Foundation and other investigators,18-20 to evaluate the Policy implementation process by categorising and interpreting the emergent themes and concepts associated with ED management.

Data management, coding and analysis were conducted using NVivo 11.

**Results**

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate a summary of the findings. Figure 1 reports the three principal themes identified: (i) additional resources required to aid policy implementation; (ii) novel activities implemented; and (iii) new outputs reported by participants.

The total number of citations for each component of the model is illustrated in Figure 2, in terms of resources and challenges, activities driven by the Policy and outcomes related to policy compliance.

According to Figures 1 and 2, the following three themes emerged based on the total number of citations between planned work and intended results at the different stages of the Policy implementation.

**Theme 1: resources required and challenges encountered during Policy introduction**

The main resources required in relation to Policy introduction and management were: changes in management, education and staff training focussed on the Policy, and financial incentives.

**Changes in management approach**

Participants indicated that a productive and thorough change in management approach was necessary at the introduction and during implementation of the Policy. This was because the majority of Policy-associated changes required an oversight of the whole hospital, not just the ED. Participants also suggested that careful pre-planning, adequate staffing and efficient communication (within ED and between ED and other departments) were essential to make sustainable changes. Some participants also indicated that understanding the culture and perspectives of other wards were requirements for incorporating effective change management plans. Participants also indicated that some ED environments mandated ED staff to get used to process changeover and made it relatively easy to introduce change management plans. They indicated that this implementation allowed them to pioneer Policy changes and set an example for other wards.
Education and staff training regarding the Policy

Participants indicated that both ED and non-ED staff needed to be fully oriented prior to introduction. This orientation should focus on what the policy was, how it was supposed to change current practice and how it should be portrayed in practice. Some participants suggested that a thorough education strategy about the Policy was essential for effective policy implementation. Participants noted that ‘one size does not fit all’ was appropriate for a successful policy implementation. They agreed that the policy needs to be adapted to each individual hospital with sufficient local engagement of hospital and ED staff. A number of participants reported that their ED did not encourage effective local engagement from all levels of staff, while others reported effective local engagement and collaboration with the rest of their hospital. They also indicated that ineffective engagement with staff was related to the ‘punitive approach’ used in some hospitals to implement the Policy.

Financial incentives

Despite activity-based funding being linked to 4HR/NEAT compliance at the beginning of the policy implementation, some participants indicated that their ED funding was not affected by penalties or direct government financial incentives for policy compliance. Some participants indicated that in their ED, Policy compliance did not have any obvious impact on their department’s funding. However, other participants indicated that the withdrawal of financial incentives (which originally were part of Policy implementation) led to inadequacy of resources to catch up with increasing patient loads. Other participants suggested that the current model of hospital funding does not foster efficiency but may lead to downgrading of the quality of patient care and increasing staff stress.

Theme 2: activities driven by 4HR/NEAT

Within this theme, participants described three main activities that were driven by 4HR/NEAT. The reported changes in ED were categorised into six groups: staff changes, models of care, inter-departmental policy changes, enhancing capacity and changed layout of ED, process changes by inpatient teams and information technology (IT) system improvement.

Staff changes

Participants described the introduction of 4HR/NEAT-related staff roles, staff shortages, rostering changes and allied health’s input in ED processes. Table 1 presents a summary of the key issues reported by participants on each of the staff changes domains.

Employing different models of care

According to the participants, ED used different models of care to improve their patient flow and policy compliance. The main models of care included the use of short stay units and/or emergency medicine units (SSU/EMU), team-based care (TBC), fast track, discharge/admission streaming model, assessment units, discharge or transit lounge and one-call admission policy. Table 2 summarises these models of care as described by the participants with their perceived advantages and disadvantages.

Inter-departmental policy changes

Table 3 presents a summary of the main policies reported by participants that were adopted by their hospitals or ED to improve their 4HR/NEAT compliance.

Uplifting the capacity and changed layout of ED

Changes to the physical space of some ED were made to either increase the capacity of the department, or to enhance the efficiency within the current layout of ED. For instance, the
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introduction of an ambulance bay and offloading area substantially helped the flow in some EDs. Waiting rooms, treatment spaces and restructuring of discharge areas allowed for better monitoring and quicker management of patients. Remodelling the subacute area gave some EDs more cubicle spaces and improved their capacity.

**Process changes by inpatient teams**

Changes in the handover of ED patients to the inpatient wards, and changes in the ward admission processes were examples of collaborative process changes that could help inpatient teams to contribute to improving the flow-in/flow-out and bed access for ED patients.

**IT system improvement**

Implementation of different IT systems, especially the ED information system during Policy implementation helped some EDs to improve flow management. Application of an electronic bed management system resulted in better management of the bed capacity in some hospitals, therefore enhancing their overall patient flow. Using an electronic-whiteboard also led to better monitoring of patient care in several EDs.

Despite all these advantages, it was believed that implementation of some ED information systems slowed down ED processes, and increased inefficiencies because of additional workload (e.g. double entries) and lack of user-friendly software applications.

**Theme 3: outcomes – 4HR/NEAT compliance**

Participants discussed their perceived hospital performance against the Policy targets and described four external factors contributing to policy compliance and four trends of ED compliance (Fig. 2).

**Reported trends in Policy compliance**

The majority of participants reported an overall improvement of their Policy compliance. However, only a few reported their compliance being satisfactory. Unsatisfactory performance was related to factors such as insufficient inpatient capacity; lack of ED staff’s authority over the admission of patients; insufficient logistics or professional network support from the backend of the hospital; increasing number of ED presentations; and impaired motivation of ED staff to work towards the target.

Different trends of compliance along the trajectory of Policy implementation were identified. The dominant comment made by participants was that Policy performance improved but the target has never been met. The second trend of comments suggested that 4HR/NEAT performance improved initially but failed later. The failed or
plateaued trend in compliance was considered to be related to losing the pressure and motivation to continue to work towards the target when the federal health authorities backed off the target. A small group of participants reported that compliance was satisfactory because of sufficient logistic support (bed capacity/geographic sufficiency); employing the whole of hospital approach; adopting efficient models of care; or having an engaging and coherent team in their ED. Despite these, some of these participants doubted that their satisfactory performance would be sustainable in the long term.

Contributing external factors to policy compliance

Participants reported that there were other factors out of their ED’s control that contributed to ED policy compliance. These included the following:

Limited capacity and physical size of the ED. This was described as an
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model of care</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Advantages (effects on ED)</th>
<th>Disadvantages of the model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Short stay units (SSU)/emergency medicine units (EMU) | SSU/EMU are inpatient units, managed by ED staff, designated and designed for the short term (generally up to 24 h) treatment, observation, assessment and reassessment of patients initially triaged and assessed in the ED | Created capacity in the department  
Moderated the admissions for ED-appropriate patients  
Moderated the admissions for ED-appropriate patients  
Improved SSU/EMU’s clinical environment optimised the functionality and efficiency  
Implementation of strict SSU admission criteria led to improvements in 4HR/NEAT compliance  
‘Failed-to-discharge’ patients were transferred to SSU/EMUs for the sake of stopping the clock (gaming)  
SSU admissions may have mis-represented the overall admission data of the hospital  
Failed to provide optimal privacy and comfort for patients  
Decreased the capacity of their sub-acute area | |
| Team-based care (TBC)             | In TBC model, usually a senior medical officer works with junior medical/nursing staff to support prompt assessment, investigations, and disposition decisions | Led to fair distribution of the workload and responsibilities  
Boosted the ED teamwork by creating motivation, improving morale and advancing the structure and formality in ED teams  
Maintained the same level of ED performance over 24 h  
Enhanced the overall sustainability and continuity of care  
The model was undermined by insufficient number and combination of staff  
The model was perceived to be an inefficient use of nursing staff’s time  
The model generated ambiguity about the distribution of nursing staff across departments  
The model was fragile due to rapid fluctuations of ED patient flow | The model was undermined by insufficient number and combination of staff  
The model was perceived to be an inefficient use of nursing staff’s time  
The model generated ambiguity about the distribution of nursing staff across departments  
The model was fragile due to rapid fluctuations of ED patient flow  
Some patients are mistakenly triaged to these areas |
| Fast tracking/ambulatory care/urgent care centre | Fast track is a dedicated area in the ED to treat ambulant, non-complex (single system problem) patients who can be discharged within 2 h | Reduced ED overcrowding and access block by freeing up beds  
Led to efficient use of ED space and could improve discharge performance | Could compromise patient assessments – junior doctors be misguided by hasty/wrong decisions from time-constrained senior staff  
Inefficient use of senior staff’s clinical skills  
Undermined training and education of junior staff  
Could promote over-investigation |
| Front-loaded assessment/rapid assessment team (RAT) | Front-load assessment/RAT assesses patients after presentation, creates initial treatment plans and begins appropriate treatment | Increased ED efficiency and led to high-quality patient care | |
| Discharge/admission streaming      | This model worked through division of patients (whether administratively or physically) into discharge or admission streams, which could fast-track the patients through the department | Improved patient care in the pre-triage stage  
Required wards engagement to make a progress  
Functional Discharge Stream could offset the issues in admission stream – e.g. moving out complicated patients from subacute streams improved flow in discharge stream | |
inadequate bed base to properly accommodate the patients in the ED. In several hospitals, 4HR/NEAT compliance was undermined by insufficient capacity and physical layout of their ED. However, pre- or post-4HR/NEAT renovations and redesigns to increase the size of ED were acknowledged in a majority of EDs.

**Budget cuts.** Participants indicated that some hospitals struggled with budget cuts at different levels (state, federal or hospital level) during 4HR/NEAT implementation. Participants associated the government level budgetary reforms with their staff shortage and ceasing the funding for some of 4HR/NEAT-driven roles.

**Increased number of ED presentations.** Participants indicated that this may have exacerbated some problems such as access block and ED overcrowding, thus hindering ED compliance. Some participants mentioned that ED may be dealing with increased numbers of low acuity and complex presentations, in particular, elderly patients or patients from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds. Furthermore, physical improvements driven by 4HR/NEAT could have encouraged more people to attend ED.

**Hospital services being phased out.** Some participants indicated that removal of medical wards and insufficient inpatient services to meet patient presentation demands could have adversely affected Policy compliance, because it generated, at the same time, more workload regarding hospital transfers and more patients requiring admission.

---

**Discussion**

The present study presents key information based on the logic model to describe the resources needed by ED staff to implement changes associated with 4HR/NEAT policy, the multiple activities that the policy may have generated and the outcomes perceived by participants as critical for the success and/or failure of the policy implementation.

Previous research has reported benefits and disadvantages of introduction and assimilation of time-based targets in ED. Our findings have confirmed that change in management practices was necessary at the introduction and during implementation of the policy, because the majority of the Policy-associated changes required an oversight of the whole hospital, not just the ED. In addition, our findings indicated a substantial number of activities were required during the introduction and implementation of the Policy. These are consistent with the application of logic modelling as a management and learning tool in other areas and provide tools in determining what is working well and what is not.

Findings of this qualitative research suggest that ED staff have a diverse range of perceptions and experiences about how the Policy changed their local ED environment. As the main themes emerged, it turned out that the changes reported during the introduction of the Policy...
were mostly around the inputs, resources and challenges at the earlier stages of 4HR/NEAT implementation. The diverse range of activities and process changes during implementation suggested several drastic and systemic changes either at the ED level, hospital level or at the health district scale.

The main outcomes of the Policy were reported in terms of the perceived compliance with 4HR/NEAT targets. These findings are consistent with the key elements of the logic model framework widely used for evaluation and planning, which assumes that resources/inputs lead to activities and interventions that would alter the outputs/outcomes.18–20,22 These findings provide insight for stakeholders to understand the complexity and variety of 4HR/NEAT implementation processes and changes that ED staff perceived and reported before and during Policy implementation across Australia. This has generated the following lessons for the future:

1. ED management implementation plans can be used to assess and monitor the quality of work performance in ED in the post-4HR/NEAT era;
2. Activity-based outcomes require careful consideration if new policies are implemented in the future.

Limitations
There are several limitations to our study. The study was done after implementation of the Policy and so the findings were post hoc and we could not identify events occurring before or during implementation. Another significant limitation is that the perceptions of the policy are mainly limited to ED staff without perspectives from executives, inpatient teams or patients. As indicated in our methods published previously, we achieved a comparable coverage of the issues identified with high levels of saturation and inter-rater reliability.15 In addition, another important limitation was that the study was limited to four Australian jurisdictions only (i.e. NSW, ACT, QLD and WA) and did not include Victoria, South Australia, Tasmania and Northern Territory because of restrictions in the data linkage capability for the quantitative component of the project and not having associated investigators from those jurisdictions in our project and we could not include New Zealand for the latter reason.

Conclusion
Policy implementation within health systems is a complex process that has both positive and negative

| TABLE 3. Summary of reported policies, their definition, effects and disadvantages |
|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|
| Policy                                        | Definition                                                                 | Effects on ED                                                                 | Disadvantages                                     |
| One-call admission policy                     | A hospital-wide policy that hypothetically gave ED the power to call a ward and inform them of a patient admission, without needing to negotiate about admitting the patient | Empowered ED staff by giving them authority in deciding on patient’s in-hospital journey | Policy did not improve their 4HR/NEAT compliance |
| Over-census policy                            | The policy was based on the premise that having one extra patient on a ward would be safer than managing several extra patients in ED who are waiting for beds | Empowered ED to foster changes in different care processes delivered by inpatient teams | Could not change the teamwork behaviour in in-patient teams |
| Escalation policy                             | This policy mandated the response from the rest of the hospital when ED was getting full | Led to efficient management of ED overcrowding and patient flow | Perceived to be ineffective and inefficient due to suboptimal communications between ED and the rest of the hospital |
| Direct admission policy                       | Allowed ED to send non-emergency patients directly to the wards | Discouraged the specialists to send their stable patients to the wards | Expedited patient throughput |
| Bed allocation Policy                         | Mandated inpatient teams to pull their patients to their ward | Improved patient flow in ED where a bed manager was appointed to monitor hospital beds | Allowed ED to take control over admissions |
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consequences. The present study provides valuable information on how ED staff managed the implementation of the 4HR/NEAT policy and how it changed their work environment, including positive and negative changes in the management approach. These positive and negative changes also effected resources and financial optimisation and generated the opportunity to implement models of care and hospital policy changes; some of them were also positive and negative.

The strategic intent behind the introduction of the policy was to decongest the ED by making performance against the target a whole of hospital or whole of system issue. As indicated in the literature, the overall experience that has been reported indicate that although the policy led to initial improvements, some of them have tended to plateau or even stagnate at levels below the performance target set by the policy.4,6,9 We recommend that other key performance indicators or quality of measures need to be identified such as specific models of care on discharge/admission streaming or medical assessment units in Table 2.

Understanding the perceptions of staff involved in policy implementation has significance for the design of the implementation strategy. The reality is that as the system adjusts to a new normal, the fundamental capacity limits of the system continue to challenge its performance. The most important lesson from the present study seems to be that ED management and processes are complex, and that changing policies and use of key performance indicators generate multiple changes and pressure areas, many of which are unpredictable and vary between departments. The study demonstrates the need for more holistic measures of departmental responses and the need for more varied and nuanced key performance indicators and measures of outcomes when new policies are applied.
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